
 

Lyndsey, 

On Tuesday, 16th May 2023, police officers based at Castle Douglas police station unlawfully removed and detained 
property [private conveyance VIN/Chassis/Frame No. U5YHC816LAL155493 adorned with CLC plates 
‘QUETZAL’] belonging to the man known as Tim of the family Dennis, whilst conducting his natural right to travel 
under common law jurisdiction. This act was carried out under the bold presumption that We the People are somehow 
bound by statutory rule or legislation; in this instance the Road Traffic Act 1988.  

Being fair-minded and honourable people, we will accept the claim that statutory legislation applies to We the People 
on condition that the binding and documented lawful obligation, presentable as material evidence, is produced for our 
inspection. 

Actori incumbit onus probandi. The burden of proof rests upon the plaintiff. 

To assist you in this endeavour, we attach for your perusal the Ministry of Justice’s review of a freedom of information 
request for evidence of obligation to statutory legislation. The MoJ’s initial response stated, The MoJ does not hold 
any information in the scope of your request; however, upon review the MoJ stated that they “believe” that the 
information is held but that they were under no obligation to provide said evidence due to excessive costs - a low 
estimate of which came to £2,083.33. The MoJ were then offered payment, regardless of the final total, for 
production of the lawful obligation that they “believe” to exist - an offer that was subsequently declined. 

Various corporate entities have previously been asked, including the Scottish Government, several councils, police 
services and other government bodies, none of whom were able to produce material evidence of obligation. 

For the record: We hereby pledge to reimburse any and all expenses incurred for the production of material 
evidence of obligation to statutory rule or legislation, whether by the Ministry of Justice or any other 
government department, body, entity or person. 

Said obligation must be materially evidenced at root source and lawfully established: in other words, it cannot be 
brought into existence by means of:  

- assumption, presumption or opinion (not evidence/no lawful standing);  
- entitlement, whether by job title or noble title (fictitious constructs with no lawful standing);  
- manipulation (unlawful);  
- threats (unlawful);  
- coercion (unlawful);  
- harassment (unlawful);  
- violence (unlawful);  
- intimidation (unlawful);  
- duress (unlawful);  
- fraud (unlawful);  
- deception or trickery, whether legalese or otherwise (unlawful); or  
- any other deceitful or unlawful act. 
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To: 
Lyndsey Nicolson  
(Acting as Inspector, Police Scotland) 
Castle Douglas Police Station  
Academy St  
Castle Douglas  
DG7 1EB N O T I C E  

Conditional Acceptance upon Proof of Claim

We the People 
Represented by: 

Tim of the family Dennis 
Quetzal Shipping & Trading Co 

Harbour Workshop 
Port Road 
Palnackie 

DG7 1PQ 

Declaration  
of Dumfries 
Truth. Rights. Sovereignty. 

1st June 2023



Sublato fundamento, cadit opus. When the foundation has been removed (or demolished), the structure collapses. 
Jus ex injuria non oritur. A right does not arise from a wrong. 
Quod alias bonum et justum est, si per vim vel fraudem petatur, malum et injustum efficitur. What is otherwise 
good and just, if it is sought by force or fraud, becomes bad and unjust. 

Lawful obligation can be founded upon neither logical fallacy nor circular reasoning (eg, “you are bound by legislation 
because it is stipulated in legislation”); nor can lawful obligation be based upon alleged authority without freely-given 
consent (otherwise an act of subjugation and slavery) and full disclosure (otherwise an act of deception and fraud). 

We the People hereby declare that not a man or woman exists with the authority to demand that we fall under their or 
anyone else’s diktat or rule, and that we abide by the following principles: 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights Article 7: All are equal before the law 
Par in parem imperium non habet. An equal has no power over an equal. 

Any man proclaiming authority over the people -  thereby being “non-equal” in violation of those principles - is 
invited to STEP FORWARD with proof of claim. 

In absence of evidence (at root source) of the lawful obligation or authority binding the people to statutory rule or 
legislation: We rebut any and all presumptions to that effect. 

Given the rebuttal of all presumptions, failure to produce the required evidence will serve as confirmation that there 
exists no obligation to statutory legislation or rule, as: No evidence of obligation = NO OBLIGATION - about which 
there can be no dispute.  

Absence of material evidence will serve as confirmation that your officers committed a criminal act of robbery on the 
basis of a fraudulent claim, and that the property belonging to Tim of the family Dennis was taken with the same 
justification by which a mugger robs a man of his wallet. 

A piratis et latronibus capta dominium non mutant. Things captured by pirates or robbers do not change their 
ownership.  

We hereby grant seven [7] days for the production of said obligation which must be produced under penalty of perjury 
and under full commercial liability, after which we shall be granted seven [7] days to provide our rebuttal in substance 
to any evidence provided. 

Upon failure to provide adequate evidence as stipulated, we will require the immediate return of the property [private 
conveyance VIN/Chassis/Frame No. U5YHC816LAL155493 adorned with CLC plates ‘QUETZAL’] belonging 
to Tim of the family Dennis. 

We the People represented by: 

              

__________________ 
Tim of the family Dennis 

__________________                               __________________                               __________________ 
Witness                                                                Witness                                                                Witness
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